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INTRODUCTION

How do we ‘animate’ the new Edexcel GCSE set works (for first examination in 2018), bringing them alive and 

off the page in the classroom? This is at the centre of good practice around the Appraising component: using 

the set works as a springboard into practical exercises that deepen musicianship and knowledge, crossing 

over into the other components of composing and performing.

This resource draws on the techniques of an ‘animateur’ (workshop leader) and puts them in the context of the 

curriculum, considering practical ways to approach features in all eight of the set works from Year 9 onwards. 

For each set work, a creative response is suggested that draws together those key features into a simple 

structure, boosting creative confidence and helping to embed core knowledge.

PRINCIPLES

Every teacher will agree on the John Dewey maxim of ‘learning by doing’, particularly in such a practical 

subject as music. Before looking at what that means for the GCSE specification, there are two important 

assumptions being made:

 � that you are teaching this component over the standard two years, starting at Year 10, with maybe some 

more general input from Year 9.

 � that the creative responses are put in the context of other learning strategies for building the framework of 

knowledge and fluency in musical vocabulary.

The principles behind the workshop approach are to do with:

1. Activating small pieces of knowledge and extending them through practice.

2. Thinking as a composer.

3. Making the composer feel ‘real’, not just a historical figure.

4. Developing improvisational skills through peer-led group activity.

5. Using practical tasks to change pace in a fun but focused way.

6. Seeing the set work as the starting point, not the end point.

ACTIVATING SMALL PIECES OF KNOWLEDGE AND EXTENDING THEM

The first movement of Beethoven’s Pathétique Sonata or the finale from Bach’s Brandenburg Concerto No. 5 

make for quite daunting reading for the average Year 10 student. It’s the equivalent of being handed a hefty 

novel and being asked to discuss it. Assuming you’ve done the initial listen-through and established the 

overarching narrative of the music, the next step is to look at key features and devices, building from the simple 

to the more complex.

The ideal at this stage is to ‘activate’ each small piece of knowledge as you go, such that it is embedded more 

easily and can be actualised in other areas.
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The method here is simple to write, harder to practise:

 � ‘Chunk down’ a paragraph of music into constituent devices.

 � Immediately activate the knowledge, as part of presenting the new idea.

 � Then (and this is the challenge) extend that idea through improvisation into longer units and sequences.

Thinking as a composer

In activating the knowledge as above, you are helping the student at each step to think as a composer – as 

an active partner in the process rather than a passive listener. You can encourage this dynamic right from the 

start by:

 � pausing the piece on its initial play-through, getting students to imagine what they would write next. Would 

it be loud or soft, static or fluid? Work from the basics to deeper concepts.

 � making up ‘gap tests’ where you leave out two bars or more in a score and have them guess what should 

fill them.

 � on your instrument, starting an idea in the score and then creating three different endings for them to choose 

from.

 � building in the ‘why’ and ‘how’ questions sooner rather than later.

Needless to say, this is the area where you will be most considering the connections to the composing 

component of the specification. Can they use a sequence like Bach, or some extended chords like Esperanza 

Spalding in their own composition?

Making the composer feel ‘real’

How do you make Bach feel like he was a living, breathing human being and not just a museum figure trapped 

behind glass? Helping the learners feel connected to the person behind the dots on the page is an important 

part to the animation process. It also helps build the contextual picture they’ll need when discussing wider 

listening and referencing issues of style. It’s about:

 � personalising the music.

 � explaining the artistic choices from a human perspective.

 � deepening the connection to the language of music, freeing it from pure theory.

Developing improvisation in small groups

A lot of the tasks described later will require students to improvise. There is often a lot of resistance to this, 

particularly from classical students, but the key is to get them improvising without knowing it, and then to do 

it little and often so that it becomes a natural process of learning. The majority of experience suggests that 

all learners can enjoy improvising once they get passed their initial barriers to it. Your task is to act as if the 

barriers weren’t there.

 � Consider not introducing the task as ‘improvisation’ first, but just encouraging students to ‘play around with’ 

three notes, then five, then a scale…

For example, if you’re looking at the Baroque convention of ornamentation:

 � immediately get a small group to consider three different ways of decorating a single note, from 
a crisp mordent through to lavish trill;

 � then extend this by putting it in the context of a downward scale, ornamenting the penultimate 
note;

 � then you could, with the right learners, consider the nature of Baroque cadenzas and fantasias, 
improvising around a simple I-V-I progression.
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 � Break the class down into small groups, even pairs, so that the scrutiny is less pronounced.

 � Allow activities to be peer-led where possible.

 � That said, always demonstrate what you’re trying to achieve,

 � Keep the goals short and simple.

 � Make sure you think of exercises that can involve the drummers and singers.

 � Where possible, get them to sing ideas first before playing them.

All of this presumes that instruments are readily available in the space and that, once available, there is a 

good discipline around using them so as not to detract from the flow of the lesson. An ideal session would flow 

between passive and active modes: identifying a theoretical point before asking students to improvise around 

it in a short response, then feeding what they’ve learnt back into the next identification of a feature.

Changing pace in a fun but focused way

This multi-modal style of learning is a great way of switching up gears in a session and getting away from an 

approach that is too didactic, allowing more of the learning to be deductive and learner-led. It’s fun, but it also 

has to be focused. The learning point should remain clear throughout, and reinforced visually on the board 

and in students’ note-taking.

The main objection tends to be that it takes up too much time and is cumbersome when there is so much 

material to cover. The room needs to be well prepared, therefore, and the exercises suitably short initially, 

allowing for expanding into longer creative sessions when strategically sensible. The long-term justification 

for it is that you’re getting students engaged as practical musicians and setting them up for the right sort of 

progression outside the classroom.

Seeing the set work as the starting point, not the end point

The eight brief pieces can be seen as portals into different areas of musical thinking and style, into the lives of 

creative artists, and into ways of manipulating the students’ own composition. This can be facilitated through:

 � coming up with relevant and current examples for devices and features outside of the set work.

 � keeping a timeline (1600s to present day) up on the wall throughout the year, which they can add to as their 

knowledge develops.

 � creating ‘style trees’ or mind maps that situate any given style within a wider set of influences.

 � using graphic notation and other visual ideas for reinforcing abstract ideas.

STARTER EXERCISE

Using the above principles, ask yourself how you would go about demonstrating to a Year 10 group:

 � Conjunct/disjunct motion

 � Ostinato

 � A cycle of 5ths

 � Sonority

SOME IDEAS

For conjunct and disjunct motion, you could start off with a relatively passive exercise, where they use hand 

signals to identify stepwise movement (or not) in ‘Happy Birthday’. The next step could be to get them to create 

a tune over two bars that is purely conjunct, then two bars disjunct, then a final two mixing the two.

When you ask students to play you a disjunct line, do you find they often play something that is jagged 
and dissonant? It’s as if the ‘dis-’ at the beginning signifies something ugly on the ear. Encourage them 
to flow through a string of 3rds to make the point that it needn’t be so.
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Play the opening of Mozart’s Symphony No. 40 in G minor, and ask students to stand every time there’s mainly 

disjunct movement and sit for mainly conjunct movement, expanding the ear to think of it as a principle rather 

than just a sequence of intervals.

For ostinato, ask students first to come up with an ‘obstinate’ rhythm. Introduce a few rests into it to make it 

more interesting. Then layer on a new rhythm that has a different character. Finally, set the rhythms to notes, 

either sung or played. Then maybe add a singing, slow line over the top, to give them a sense of how ostinato 

might have functioned in a Baroque air. It’s not just about repetition, but about creating contrast between the 

fixed and the free.

The cycle of 5ths could start by showing the sense of ‘gravity’ as a dominant 7th falls to the tonic. Demonstrate 

‘Twinkle, twinkle, little star’ using just chords I and V. It won’t sound pretty, but at least makes the point that it’s 

possible and reinforces the return to the home key.

Having established that sense of gravity, extend the 5ths downwards, with students singing or playing each 

note in the scale as you descend and counting ‘5, 4, 3, 2, 1’. Then you can reinforce the relationship with the 

usual circular graphic. Show how it sounds different to moving through descending 4ths in a plagal movement.

Then it’s over to the students to try it for themselves, maybe initially moving through two descending 5ths, and 

then on to three and four through the cycle, according to ability.

Sonority is quite a poetic concept that is sometimes hard to pin down with words. Can they imagine the weight 

of a sound? Can they pick three adjectives to describe various different excerpts, ranging from the deeply 

resonant (eg Arvo Pärt’s Für Alina) to the light and weightless (eg Debussy’s ‘The Snow is Dancing’).

Then can students improvise their own pieces on similar themes, ie bells and snow?

You will have your own ways of demonstrating all of the above, but the pattern in each example has been to:

 � move from the passive quickly into the active.

 � start small and expand.

 � demonstrate with wider listening wherever possible.

 � use a deductive rather than didactic approach – eg discover the sound of the cycle of 5ths first, then show 

the theory.

We’ll now apply the same approach to each set work in turn.

BACH’S BRANDENBURG CONCERTO NO. 5 IN D

First, how do we make the person of Bach come alive? Where would he sit in the classroom were he invited 

to join? You could argue that, unlike Handel (who would have taken up two seats at the front), Bach probably 

would have sat at the back. He was a humble, unfussy personality despite his exacting standards from the 

musicians with whom he worked.

Can the students research what a day in the life of Bach might have looked like? There are several inventories 

and list of requirements for his various roles as Kapellmeister that give a fascinating insight into the range of 

tasks he would have had to juggle on a daily basis.

The context of the Brandenburg Concertos themselves is another good avenue. They are the equivalent of a 

modern ‘showreel’, designed to impress the Margrave into giving Bach employment. So what is so impressive 

about the gigue, for example?

Favourites for demonstrating the cycle of 5th include ‘I will survive’ by Gloria Gaynor, ‘The Windmills 
of your Mind’ or ‘Autumn Leaves’ (any version of these two will do).
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Coming to the score now, there are several features that can be quite quickly activated in small groups:

 � Moto perpetuo

 � Counterpoint, or fugato

 � Sequences

Structuring the creative response

MOTO PERPETUO, OR ‘FORTSPINNUNG’

1. Choose a key that works for the instruments in the room.

2. Create a pulsing bass line.

3. One line at a time, build up a simple repeated ostinato 6/8 figure within the scale of the home key. The lines 

can overlap.

4. Once students can keep the ensemble well on this, if they are able, you could encourage them to keep the 

rhythm but now play free style, avoiding repetition.

COUNTERPOINT

1. Take the rhythm of the opening idea and tap it out.

2. Split the groups into two and have them tap it in canon.

3. Then extend the idea with triplets, as in the score. Whenever a conductor (one of the students) points at the 

group they start the idea from the beginning again. Split into as many groups as you dare for this!

4. Then create a three-note version of this rhythm in your selected key.

5. Try fitting that contrapuntal version (as above, but this time with notes) over the moto perpetuo you’ve 

already created. This is for more able groups.

SEQUENCES

1. Get students to spot a sequence (eg bars 58-61), and sing it, then play it on their instrument.

2. What happens if they extend that sequence even further down?

3. And then go back up again?

4. Can they work that into the texture you’ve already created?

BEETHOVEN’S PIANO SONATA IN C MINOR 
(PATHÉTIQUE), FIRST MOVEMENT
Four fascinating facts about Beethoven:

 � He was one of life’s fighters. When he thought he was going to die, he fought back. He continued composing 

even when he went deaf. Would you?

 � He was a virtuoso improviser and pianist who played his own sonatas and concertos. You have to imagine 

how he would have played the Pathétique.

 � He was a caffeine addict, measuring out 60 beans of coffee a day.

 � He would use long walks in the countryside to help him compose – how many students allow themselves 

that kind of time and space to let ideas germinate?

It’s important that students understand the narrative of the piece. ‘Pathos’ in this context means both suffering 

and fighting back. The ‘story’ is a better place to start from than sonata form, particularly given how dramatic 

the music is.

‘BAROQUE SCUNGE’

With more advanced players (Grade 5+), ask them to play Baroque rhythms and figures in a mode (eg 
Dorian on D), with a pedal note pulsing underneath, to get a sense of the dance of counterpoint. If 
possible, they should try to imitate each other, at least in the rhythm. As long they stay in the mode 
it will work, even though there will be some messy intervals and clashes along the way – and that’s 
why it’s called ‘scunge’…

Beethoven’s 
Pathétique Piano 
Sonata has already 
been covered in its 
own Music Teacher 
resource (November 
2016).
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Then there are several features and devices to pick out:

 � The dotted rhythm of the ‘Grave’ introduction.

 � The broken octave pedal powering the first subject.

 � The upward drive of the first idea, compared to the tumbling fall of the subsidiary idea.

 � The staccato and ornamented second subject.

STRUCTURING THE CREATIVE RESPONSE

One group plays a funereal dotted rhythm deep on their instruments. If in C minor, maybe chords of C minor 

and G could alternate above, keeping the dark mood. Then comes the broken octave pedal, again just keeping 

to one note, lower C to upper C. Can another group create a surging idea above that, responded by a falling 

arpeggio? This represents the shape of the first subject group and also the fight and fall of Pathos.

This might well be a good place to stop, but if there is time for another element, then transitioning into another 

key for the second subject would be ideal (perhaps F minor, not E flat minor as in the original). Here the 

emphasis is on finding a staccato idea with mordents and a downward sequence.

Ideally the dotted rhythms of the ‘Grave’ could interrupt these ideas at any point, representing the spectral 

return of the material in the sonata itself, reminding the listener of struggle and death just at the point where 

they have escaped.

PURCELL’S ‘MUSIC FOR A WHILE’

Connecting to Purcell

Purcell lived a short but very full life. Whether or not he actually died by freezing on the doorstep of his own 

home having been locked out – the tale is probably apocryphal – his genius was cut tragically short at the age 

of 36. Out of his six children, four died in infancy.

Musically he excelled from a young age and was put on a fast track to being a top church musician, progressing 

from child chorister in the Chapel Royal through to Westminster Abbey organist and court composer at an 

impressive speed. He was composing anthems before he had even hit his tenth birthday.

Even when writing church music he had a dramatic flair. You could show this video of his famous anthem, 

‘Hear my prayer, O Lord’ to emphasise how forcefully he wrote and how he treasured dissonance in his word-

painting. This is a very human cry for help, undimmed by its sacred setting.

The elements within his aria that can most easily be improvised on are:

 � The ground bass.

 � The free-flowing vocal line above.

 � Syllabic versus melismatic word setting.

Structuring the creative response

The main aim of this response is to convey how Baroque musicians would have improvised the continuo 

realisation over the ground bass and freely embellished the melodic line above. Students could be encouraged 

to see this as an early form of jazz thinking (see Music Teacher resource, August 2016).

An exercise that works well once you get past the initial ‘teenage cool’ is to put A3 sheets of paper 
on the desks and ask students to draw a graphic representation of the musical story. This could be 
anything from comic style to something completely abstract, as long the different stages of the sonata 
and its form are somehow reflected on the page.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o8E0dt0soWc
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Purcell’s ground bass is deceptively complicated and probably not the right starting point. Consider how 

chromatic it is, over an uneven three bars, with the implied modulations and inner structure of ascending 

couplets. It’s a mini testimony to his genius and creativity.

Students could start instead with finding a bass ostinato pattern that is just eight quavers long and sticks within 

the Aeolian mode on A (ie all the white notes from A to A).

In pairs on keyboards, one could try a bassline and the other could use their ear to freely respond just using 

the white notes above. Encourage them not to be put off by occasional clashes between bass and treble as 

long as they ‘pass through’ them.

After playing back to the class, you could pick one bassline that seems to have a good sense of logic and flow 

to it and, as a larger group, co-compose a simple melody over it using the just the opening line, ‘Music for a 

while shall all your cares beguile’.

The first setting could be mainly melismatic, stretching the vowels as far as they dare, and the second mainly 

syllabic.

QUEEN’S ‘KILLER QUEEN’

The pop and music theatre songs on the syllabus can be harder to deconstruct and disassemble, perhaps 

because they are more set in the students’ ears than the classical pieces are.

An obvious first step is either to sing along to the track or recreate a verse and chorus with a class band, if 

instruments and abilities allow. This is fun and useful for illustrating issues around performance, but a creative 

response allows space to explore the elements and musical ideas in more depth.

When Freddie Mercury composed ‘Killer Queen’, he wrote the words first and allowed the melody and the 

rest of the song structure to fit around them. It shows. There are uneven phrase lengths and quirky shifts in 

emphasis. The music is led by the words and, in this case, has a freedom to it because of that.

So, a fun exercise is to ask students to try the same, composing their own melody to the chorus:

She’s a killer queen
Gunpowder, gelatine
Dynamite with a laser beam
Guaranteed to blow your mind
Any time
Recommended at the price
Insatiable an appetite
Wanna try?

To keep it within the idiom, they could retain certain elements from the original:

 � The clipped chords on each beat.

 � Swung rhythms in the melody.

 � Singing in the falsetto range.

Then guitarists could try their own instrumental break over the rock riff in bars 23-26, using either F blues scale 

or F mixolydian. They could do short call-and-response ideas to start with, and more able students could work 

out duets a 3rd apart, as in the original.
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‘DEFYING GRAVITY’ FROM WICKED

This music theatre hit song is about crafting a perfect crescendo, creating a dramatic arc from a ‘parlando’ 

beginning to the massed chorus and full band at the end. It’s the perfect way to leave the audience on a high 

at the end of the first act. How can students recreate some of that dramatic structure in the classroom?

You could start a creative response with a simplified structure, given how fluid and complex the original is:

 � A verse in low register.

 � A chorus based on a three-note loop with a bold bassline.

 � A middle eight based on a four-note loop in Lydian mode.

 � Another chorus, this time high, ‘belt’ register, with more backing.

EXTRA THOUGHTS

Students could choose not to create a vocal line but just consider the accompaniment, to keep things simpler. 

Schwartz’s melody is probably too deeply embedded for most of them to choose an alternative, were you to 

go with the same words. If you wanted and had time to create your own Schwartz-style epic crescendo, then 

it would be best for the students to make up their own words and to start from scratch – maybe keeping to the 

original defiance and that sense of ‘I will overcome’.

In the first verse, they could alternate between the home key and the flattened 7th, to pick up on a harmonic 

progression that is so common to music theatre (and folk and pop) – see bars 41-42 where Schwartz shifts 

down into C before going back up to D.

The three-note loop in the first chorus could be accompanied by a closed hi-hat rhythm. The right-hand chord 

could stay the same, just with a shifting bassline.

Apart from the reference to ‘Somewhere Over the Rainbow’ in the vocal line, the main harmonic ingredient in 

the middle eight, or B section in the original (bars 88-102), is the sharpened 4th that comes from the Lydian 

mode (F sharp in C major here). It’s a very bright, Disney-like sound when used like this, and the students can 

experiment with four-note loops that pick up on the same colour.

The fun part comes now in ‘going large’ on the chorus. Add as many voices and instruments as it can take, 

getting students to consider how they balance the register of their instruments and voices against each other 

for maximum range. This is a good exercise to see the week out on a Friday afternoon!

‘MAIN TITLE’ FROM STAR WARS

John Williams was drawn to the golden age of film music from the 1930s and 1940s, where scores by film 

legends such as Korngold and Steiner still bore the strong imprint of Wagner and Puccini. They adopted the 

Wagnerian leitmotif as a means of deepening and reinforcing character too. Williams picks up on their sound 

and approach, bringing in a flair for writing fanfares and music of ceremonial celebration (listen to his Summon 

the Heroes for the 1996 Atlanta Olympics, for example).

Students could try imitating the intervallic language of his score and inventing some of their own leitmotifs for 

the Rebels and Imperial force:

 � Over a drum-roll, build a fanfare that uses a lot of bold 4ths.

 � Extend this into a leitmotif for Skywalker, keeping the fanfare spirit and using quartal harmonies if possible 

below.

 � The Imperial force could be represented by bitonal chords and tritones.

A nice extension would be to conjure up the ‘star-filled sky’ cue (bars 33-39) too, with an augmented chord and 

high, piccolo-like ornamentation.

This is a response that encourages students to look at the building blocks of the leitmotifs and to engage with 

which intervals and chords create their specific character. It might be too advanced for some classes, in which 
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case, a looser approach might work better as an introduction:

 � Watch this classic ‘cropduster’ scene from Hitchcock’s North by Northwest.

 � Create music that slowly builds tension as the two men meet.

 � Introduce a leitmotif for the approaching plane, quietly at first (around 1:30 in the clip).

 � Represent the swooping attacks of the plane and the character’s near escape with a soundscape, keeping 

the leitmotif intact if possible.

RELEASE BY AFRO CELT SOUND SYSTEM

Once you’ve introduced students to the various folk instruments Afro Celt Sound System use, and have 

specified which styles are being fused to create the song, one response is to build up loops of your own that 

borrow from the examples given.

 � Can students create an Irish 6/8 rhythm on a floor tom (or bodhrán if you have one)?

 � Then build up rhythmic layers inspired by African and urban music above, keeping the same pulse but 

thinking in 4/4.

 � Recreate the wash of synth sound with two alternating chords on the keyboard.

 � If time, add a melodic line above.

The main emphasis here is on building polyrhythms and multi-layered textures, as this is the core feature of 

Afro Celt Sound System’s style. The melody is not as prominent, rather just another equal element in the overall 

texture.

Another response would be to build the loops on production software such as GarageBand, Logic or Ableton 

Live, exploring the language of studio effects in the process (panning, distortion, EQ shifts etc).

Whether using computers or live instruments, there is an opportunity to explore rhythmic notation. Can they 

write down the rhythm they’ve just created, or at least a unit of it?

ESPERANZA SPALDING’S ‘SAMBA EM PRELÚDIO’ 
FROM ESPERANZA

The fusion here is subtle, deriving from the synthetic form of the bossa nova itself, a mixture of Afro-Cuban 

rhythms with jazz extended chords and fado-style singing. Spalding’s version of Baden Powell’s song offers 

some typical features:

 � A rubato opening.

 � A chromatically descending bassline.

 � A syncopated laid-back samba/bossa rhythm (depending on your definitions).

 � A stepwise descending vocal line in breathy low register.

 � ‘Altered’ jazz chords with extensions.

Clearly these are quite advanced concepts and might need simplifying in a class response. One approach 

might be to take a simple, chromatically descending bassline over a held chord above and to treat it first with 

rubato and then with a bossa clave. Most of the time the chord above can stay the same, apart from the turn-

around to the dominant at the end. Pupils can use a harmonic minor above to improvise a melodic line, using 

their ear to avoid the occasional potential clashes.

Have you tried ‘rhythm chains’? In small groups, a lead starts clapping one bar’s rhythm and repeats 
it until the next person has got it. They then pass it on to the next person and so on, with the lead 
introducing a new rhythm as soon as the last one has been successfully passed on.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EK1o6ixoe_I
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CONCLUSION

Setting these ideas to paper can make them seem onerous and too time-consuming for a typical school day. 

However, with the right preparation, they can yield good and memorable results within just ten minutes and 

provide an excellent opener to a lesson. The objective is to make this style of creative learning a natural part 

of a music lesson and to remove the fear of improvisation. And to have a lot of fun!


